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rin art association is pleased to present a solo exhibition by Natsuki Takayama titled “Piled up high, 
running water”.

Natsuki Takayama's paintings are created by using multiple layers of colors drawn with a syringe and 
delicately scraped off with a carving knife, as if she is searching for the unknown colors hidden within 
(Using tactile or sculptural techniques, a worldview is created in which people, animals, objects, and 
the environment become one, which has faded in the modern age.) The background of her work is
her strong desire to restore the effective relationship between humans and other objects in a world 
that various things have become disconnected due to the development of information media and 
electronic devices.

This exhibition composed of two groups of works. The first is a series of paintings that evoke nature, 
such as rock surfaces, painstakingly created through a dialogue with the material of white Japanese 
marble, which transforms itself through repeated decomposition and mixing. The other, created from 
fragments of geological strata, is a ceramic work that she has been working on in recent years.

We hope you will take this opportunity to view Natsuki Takayama's works, which question the signifi-
cance of connection.

Natsuki Takayama
Born 1990 in Tokyo
2014  BFA, Tokyo Zokei University
2016  MFA, Tokyo Zokei University

Solo Exhibitions
2023 “Eyes of KESHIKI” (Nagi MOCA/Okayama), 2022 “black view “ (IDÉE TOKYO/Tokyo), “Birds swimming in the sky 
light a fire” (NADiff a/p/a/r/t/Tokyo), 2021 “water mirror intersect” (haku kyoto/Kyoto), 2019 “Mnēmosynē” (Brooks 
Brothers Aoyama/Tokyo), “EXPOSE”  (GUM Omotesando/Tokyo)
Group Exhibitions 
2024 “RE:FACTORY_2” (WALL_alternative/Tokyo), 2022　“MEET YOUR ART FESTIVAL 2022 ‘New Soil’ " (Ebisu Garden 
Place/Tokyo), 2021 “Boso Satoyama Art Festival ICHIHARA ART ×MiX 2020+ ‘ conjunction ー Nouns to 
conjunctions ー’” (Shiratori nursery school/Chiba), “Art slope” (SEIBU Shibuya/Tokyo), “By chance, upon the 
stratum” howa (Asai Yusuke+Takayama Natsuki)EUKARYOTE/Tokyo）, 2020　“VOCA Exhibition 2020” (The Ueno Royal 
Museum/Tokyo)Natsuki)EUKARYOTE/Tokyo), 2020 “VOCA Exhibition 2020” (The Ueno Royal Museum/Tokyo)
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